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Algoma International Film Society, Toronto International Film Festival, Sudbury
Cinéfest, Canadian Mental Health Association, Sault Area Hospitals, Algoma
Health Unit, Community Mental Health Program, Algoma Health Unit, Algoma
Family Support Network, Algoma Consumer Survivor Network, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, Sault Ste. Marie Anti-Drug Focus Coalition,
Algoma University College, Art Gallery of Algoma, North East Mental Health
Centre, Galaxy Cinemas, Skyworks Charitable Foundation.
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It is our pleasure to welcome you to the 4th Annual “Shadows
of the Mind” Film Festival. This year, we are delighted to present

to you 16 feature length films.  This year we are happy to be
collaborating with the Art Gallery of Algoma to provide film

programs at the Gallery as well as at Galaxy Cinemas. Also
special to this year’s festival is a multi-media art exhibition
“BEYOND THE PALE” by local artist Stephen Lang that will
be shown at the Art Gallery from February 13 – March 1st.

Our Gala film this year is “The Annihilation of Fish.” This
gentle comedy stars James Earl Jones, Margot Kidder, and Lynn Redgraves and promises
to kick off the festival with a thoughtful smile. Following the film join us for the Gala party
at the Art Gallery Of Algoma.  We have arranged free shuttle service to and from the Gala
via Sault Transit. So come out and chat about the movie and join in on the festivities!

You won’t want to miss Bowling for Columbine, a Michael Moore film that has received
much critical acclaim. This is a film about the state of the Union and about the violent soul
of America. A panel discussion will follow this film… and offer you, the audience,  an
opportunity to provide comments and ask questions. Also check out the special viewing of
the Laura Sky film, “Our Best Interests At Heart.” The film was inspired by the story of
Edmond Yu, a distraught psychiatric survivor who was shot and killed by Toronto police after
an altercation on a city bus in 1997. This unique, feature-length documentary asks: are there
alternatives to the use of lethal force when police deal with people experiencing mental
health crises? This film will be screened at the Art Gallery, and filmmaker Laura Sky will be
present to speak about the film.

We are also pleased to be hosting the first annual “We All Belong” video contest at the
Gallery on Saturday February 22/03. Check this program for further details about this and
all the other wonderful films you can see at “Shadows of The Mind 2003.”  If you’re into
experimental art films you won’t want to miss a screening of several shorts at the Art Gallery
February 25 & 27.  Also at the gallery will be the screening of the film “Healing Journey
Home” by local artist Jackie Fletcher.

Shadows of the Mind Film Festival is a community event and is brought to you by a coalition
of agencies and organizations from across Sault Ste. Marie. The Festival receives additional
assistance from THE FILM CIRCUIT, a division of the Toronto International Film Festival Group
as well as “Rendezvous with Madness Film Festival”. We are also excited again to be holding
this years festival in the beautiful Galaxy Cinema Complex where every seat is a good seat!

While it is our attempt to raise awareness by presenting movies that touch on facts and/or
mythologies surrounding mental health and addictions we also want to provide you with
good entertainment. We believe that the films we have chosen will meet these goals.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all our sponsors, friends, volunteers and
staff. But most of all we want to thank you, our audience, for your interest and support.

Enjoy the Festival!

Mike O’Shea Mark Stevenson Annette Katajamaki

Co-director Co-director Co-director
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“On behalf of myself and the other members of City Council, I would like to welcome you to
the 4th annual “Shadows of the Mind” Film Festival.

This festival continues to be an important social awareness and cultural event in our
community.  We hope that you enjoy this year’s outstanding line up of Canadian and
International films.”

John Rowswell, Mayor

“Shadows of the Mind 2003” is proudly supported by:
Breton House

City of Sault Ste. Marie
The Ministry of Health & Long Term Care

Northeast Mental Health Centre
Galaxy Cinema

Soonet Corp.
Dr. Kent Floreani

Ken Brown Recovery Home
Family Life Theatre

Film Festival Partners:
Algoma Consumer Survivor Network

Algoma Family Support Network
Algoma Health Unit

Algoma International Film Society
Canadian Mental Health Association
Centre for Addiction & Mental Health

Sault Area Hospital
Sault Ste. Marie Anti-Drug Focus Coalition

With assistance from THE FILM CIRCUIT, a division of
The Toronto International Film Festival Group

This event would not have happened without the fiscal
and in-kind contributions of the festival partners!

Shadows Film Fest 2004 will run from February 26-29, 2004.

For additional information, log on to:  www.shadowsfilmfest.com
Tickets call 256 2226 or 759.0458

Gala film & party -$25 - All event pass $60. –Individual films $6. each
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**Back By Special Request**

Catch a second screening of The Living Museum
at the Art Gallery of Algoma - Monday, February 24th 7:00 pm!!!
See description of “The Living Museum” on Page 5.

**Another Special Film Screening**
Wednesday, February 26th, 7:00 pm & Friday, February 28th, 10:00 am

**Experimental Films Program**
The Algoma International Film Society & The Art Gallery of Algoma are pleased to bring you a program
of short films that will be screened at the Art Gallery of Algoma, February 25 & 27th - 7:00 pm. There
is no fee for the screenings however donations to the Art Gallery of Algoma would be gratefully accepted.
Bru Ha Ha  by Steven Woloshen    Canada 2002 - 2 mins. Woloshen's hand made film lights up the screen
with a jazzy dance of direct animation set to music by Eric Satie.
Saskatchewan  by Brian Stockton    Canada 2002 - 6 mins. The filmmaker looks back fondly to the
province where he was born and muses wryly on some of Saskatchewan's claims to fame.
Finger Petals  by Kelly Egan    Canada 2002 - 3 mins. A collage of a vibrant flurry of flower shapes
created by affixing materials directly onto celluloid.
Cockroach  by Kelly Egan    Canada 2002 - 4 mins. An abstract treatment of text.
ISLANDS  by Richard Fung    Canada 2002 - 8.5 mins. Fung reworks scenes from John Huston's HEAVEN
KNOWS, MR. ALLISON which is set in the Pacific, 1944, but actually shot in Tobago in 1956 as a
commentary on Hollywood's ability to strip specific cultural identities from location shootings.
When Ponds Freeze Over  Canada 1998 - 23 mins. A combination of animation, hand painting and
narrative sequences used as a woman tells her daughter a bed time story about when the mother  fell
through the ice trying to save her father, her struggle to save herself from an icy death swimming in a
dream of family memories.
RHEA 1982 - colour - stereo - 6:50 mins. RHEA opens and closes with a wandering spotlight in a dark
interior.  Faces appear against vague landscapes or without setting to speak the names of others.  A
panning movement links the faces, allowing them to confine in essence, then in form, as the visages
transform, the other implied in the spoken name loses otherness and all names come to denote a
commonality and singularity.
JUMPED OUT 1984-85 - colour - stereo - 12 mins. “This tape is comprised of a sensual drift of images
which allude to or trace evidence of psychic energy, a form of energy that surfaces within the image...
like reading between the lines.” (Tim Guest, Psychic Television Catalogue, 1985)
Special thanks to Susan Oxtoby, Cinematheque Ontario, for her assistance.

A film by local filmmaker Jackie Fletcher

In 2000, the “Healing Journey Home” film was sponsored
by the Missanabie Cree First Nation and the Aboriginal
Healing Foundation. The people in the film play
themselves and are members of the Missanabie Cree

First Nation, with the exception of Professor Don Jackson.  In the film Vince Gill
(Famed American country artists) performs his hit song, “Look At Us”. The healing
has begun, and this film, that charts the painful past this Nation, also looks at how
it’s people are in different stages of their healing journeys. Jackie Fletcher will
attend the screenings at the Art Gallery of Algoma, to answer your questions and
provide comments. **There is no fee for admission to this film.**

Healing Journey Home 2000 Canada
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Sunday, February 23 (continued)
4:30 pm Screening

Antanarjuat (The Fast Runner) 2002 Canada - 175 min. - Rated AA

Director: Zacharias Kunuk

Principle Cast: Natar Ungalaaq, Peter-Henry Arnatsiaq,
Lucy Tulugarjuk and Sylvia Ivalu

Atanarjuat (pronounced atan-aw-juat), defines an epic in every way.
From its breathtaking cinematography (all the more impressive for

having been shot in digital video) to its wonderfully realized characters and story,
this first-ever feature made by and starring Inuit suggests that we must look way
north to the Baffin Island community of Igloolik for new ideas in storytelling and
filmmaking. The movie is perhaps most remarkable for putting human flesh on the
mouldy bones of Flaherty's "happy-go-lucky" reductivism. Atanarjuat is set in the
eastern Arctic wilderness at the dawn of the first millennium, long before the white
man, but the characters exhibit complex and timeless emotions.They love and they
hate. They feel pangs of desire and jealousy. They perform acts of great bravery
and commit acts of murderous rage. They try to live spiritual lives, yet often fall
short of divine expectations.” (Peter Howell, Toronto Star). Although Atanarjuat
isn't a true story, it tells the story real people in a world in which we would not
survive.  Peter Howell says, “The spiritual aspects of Atanarjuat may be difficult
to grasp in one sitting - a second viewing is very helpful - but they concern the God
vs. man debate that has consumed all races and cultures since the dawn of time.”

8:00 pm Screening

I Love You, Eugenio (Ti Voglio Bene Eugenio)
Director: Francisco Jose Fernandez

Principle Cast: Giancarlo Giannini, Chiara de Bonis, Laura
Giuliana de Sio, Arnoldo Foà, Prof Bonelli

(Subtitled) Based on a true story, the film stars Giancarlo
Giannini as Eugenio, an extraordinary man who inspires us to overcome the
insurmountable adversities of life’s surprises. The film calls attention to the often
forgotten problem of differences in life created by physical and mental disability.

Sponsored by:  G. Marconi and Elettra Marconi Societies

Italy - 90 min. - Rated AA

Art Gallery of Algoma    10 East Street • Sault Ste. Marie, ON

BEYOND THE PALE

February 13 - March 1

BEYOND THE PALE is a multi-media
exhibition examining the issue of mental illness
and the stigma that surrounds it.  The exhibit
features works from private collections and the
gallery’s permanent collection as well as new
pieces by local artist, Stephen Lang.  BEYOND
THE PALE combines both visual and sonic
works to explore the depths of mental illness
and the hope of mental health.

This collection of works is exhibited in
conjunction with the Sault Ste. Marie
SHADOWS OF THE MIND Film Festival.
For more information, please contact the Art
Gallery of Algoma at 949-9067.
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Panelists and Moderators
Mr. Lou Turco
Talk Radio 1400 Announcer and City Council Member
Gerry Cooper
Regional Unit Manager, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Lyle MacDonald
M.A., Psychological Associate
Dr. Don Bent
Ph.D., (C) OACCPP, FAACS, Clinical Sexologist, Private Practice
Dr. Lois Roisine
Ph.D., (C) Psychologist
Chris Aslett
Social Worker, Northern Treatment Centre
Mr. Brady Irwin
VP Public Affairs, Sault Area Hospital and City Council Member
Dr. Dominic Tang, MD
Specializing in Psychiatry and Addiction Services
Mr. Bob Rogers, BA in Philosophy and Film (UWO)
Founding member of the UWO film club
Sandy Leith, M.S.W., C.S.W
Mental Health Worker of  the Canadian Mental Health Association
Mr. Paul Hurtubise
Member of the International Film Society
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Thursday, February 20 - Movie & Gala Reception

The Annihilation of Fish USA – 110 min.  Comedy - Rated AA

Director: Merle Bertrand

Principle Cast: James Earl Jones, Margot Kidder,
Lynn Redgraves

FISH, a lonely Jamaican man, and Poinsettia, an equally
lonely American spinster, meet in a California boarding house.
Mrs. Muldroone, the eccentric landlady, heads a “supporting
cast” of imaginary characters that includes Hank, a jealous
demon, and Puccini, the long-dead composer who has
become Poinsettia’s reluctant lover -- two very real, yet
invisible characters. Fish and Poinsettia confide in each other

about their imaginary friends, and establish a close friendship and understanding.
The tender companionship  they provide for each other transforms their solitary
existences, and love blossoms. But as their relationship develops, Fish has a
decision to make as he struggles between his imaginary opponent and his real
love.

7:30 pm Screening (Festival Gala Film)

Music by the “Northern Jazz Ensemble”

for the
shadowsofthemind_filmfestival_

10 East Street • Sault Ste. Marie, ON

Art Gallery of Algoma

G A L A  R E C E P T I O N

Thursday, February 20, 2003
9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. at the

There will be a free shuttle service transporting guests from
Galaxy Theatre to the Art Gallery and from the Art Gallery to Galaxy.
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Sunday, February 23
12:00 pm Screening

Perfect Pie 2002 Canada - 92 min. - Rated AA

Director: Barbara Willis Sweete

Principle Cast: Wendy Crewson, Barbara Williams

(Mature theme.) In her debut feature, Barbara Willis Sweete pulls
off the coming-of-age in-small-town story with sincerity and vigour.
Written by Judity Thompson and based on her own play, Perfect

Pie follows  the friendship of two girls from rural Ontario. As they grow older, Patsy
(Crewson) stays on her family farm, while Francesca (Williams) escapes her
traumatic childhood to become a famous opera singer. When Francesca returns
home to sing in a benefit, the women confront the events that scarred them for life.
Strikingly shot by Paul Sarossy (The Sweet Hereafter) and hauntingly scored, the
film cleverly interweaves the past and the present.

2:00 pm Screening

All or Nothing U.K. - 128 min. - Rated AA

Director: Mike Leigh

Principle Cast: Timothy Spall, Lesley Manville

(Mature theme.) Phil (Timothy Spall) drives a cab in London,
scrounges gas money from his teenaged kids and behind couch
cushions, and doesn’t seem to have looked at a mirror in years;

he’s a shaggy, slovenly wreck who can’t marshal respect from himself, much less
his family. His son, Rory (James Corden), is morbidly overweight and venomously
rude; his daughter, Rachel (Alison Garland), is a bookish introvert who works at an
old-folks home and is too shy to stand up to the lecherous advances of her elderly
supervisor. Penny (Lesley Manville), Phil’s long-suffering common-law wife, works
checkout at a grocery store, maintains her brood's dingy council flat and doesn't
even have the energy to get properly trashed on her girls’ night out.

www.shadowsfilmfest.com
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Director: Todd Haynes

Principle Cast: Dennis Quaid, Julianne Moore and Dennis
Haysbert

(Brief violence, profanity, sexual references.) Movie lovers
will be in heaven. This movie lover's dream is a fascinating

paradox. It's a story about people’s need for authenticity told in the utterly artificial,
glossy style of Douglas Sirk’s 1956 soap opera “All That Heaven Allows,” which
Haynes pays elaborate homage to and at the same time twisting its plot to look at
the Eisenhower era from a more contemporary perspective. On the surface, Moore's
Cathy Whitaker has a perfect life: a handsomely decorated split-level in Hartford
of 1957, two children and a hard-working husband named Frank (Dennis Quaid)
who's a top executive at a TV sales company called Magnatech.  Cathy is such a
local celebrity - she and hubby are known as “Mr. and Mrs. Magnatech” - that she
rates a write-up in the society column, which notes she's kind to her black maid
and has been a liberal “ever since she played in summer stock with those Jewish
boys,” as her spunky best friend, Eleanor (Patricia Clarkson), puts it admiringly. But
Cathy's tolerance is tested the night she decides to pack some dinner in Tupperware
and drop it off at the office, where Frank is working late. She catches Frank
passionately kissing another man, and her contrite hubby enters therapy - which
the doctor warns may not produce the desired "cure," but may push him into
acknowledging a homosexual identity. A Discussion Panel Will Follow This Feature.

Saturday, February 22 (continued)
7:30 pm Screening

Far From Heaven 2002 USA – 107 min. - Rated PG-13

Director: Soo Lyu

Principle Cast: Don McKellar, Lindy Booth

(Not suitable for under 16.) Rub & Tug is an amusing portrayal of
a fascinating subculture. Lawrence, the owner of full body massage
parlour, suspects that the three girls who working for him are

secretly performing sex with customers. To catch them in the act, he hires Conrad
to serve as the parlour’s unlikely manager. Conrad meets the three girls for the first
time:  Betty, the vivascious veteran of the full body massage, Cindy, the adorable
immigrant who always manages to get into trouble and Lea, the beautiful but
insecure massage girl with a nipple fetish.  These street-smart girls welcome the
opportunity to manipulate the naïve manager. A battle rages as Conrad fights for
control of the parlour.

10:00 pm ScreeningRub and Tug 2002 Canada – 90 min. - Rated AA
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Friday, February 21

The Living Museum USA - 81 min. Documentary - Rated G

3:00 pm Screening

Jessica Yu

This documentary feature explores the Living
Museum, an art community in a New York mental
institution. Located at Creedmoor Psychiatric
Center, the Living Museum is the only facility in
the United States entirely devoted to the art of the

mentally ill.  In this 40,000 square foot installation where every inch of space is
treated as canvas, the patients are more than schizophrenics, manic-depressives
or psychotics;  here, they are artists!

1:00 pm Screening at the Art Gallery

Auto Focus 2002 USA - 107 min. Documentary - Rated AA

Director:  Paul Schrader

Principle Cast:  Greg Kinnear and Willem Dafoe

(Mature theme – not suitable for under 16.)
Until the end of time, we will be using film to
work out the details of a great human problem.
Society demands monogamy and physiology
demands men hump everything above a certain

temperature. This film asks whether sex addiction is really all that peculiar given
the incredibly addictive nature of sex. Such is the story of television actor Bob
Crane (Greg Kinnear). When Crane, a successful radio DJ was first approached to
play Hogan in the Holocaust comedy Hogan’s Heroes, he wasn’t sure it would give
him the right image. Nor was his wife of many years (Rita Wilson). But determined
to get his career in swing, Crane takes the job and is an immediate mediocre
success. On the set, Crane meets John Carpenter (Willem Dafoe), a video technology
wiz to whom he immediately takes a liking. Life is basically good until Carpenter
discovers Crane’s celebrity can help him get laid and then his troubles begin.

www.shadowsfilmfest.com
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Director:  Jill Sprecher

Principle Cast:  Alin Arkin, Matthew McConaughey, John Turturo,
Clea DuVall

Happiness is the subject of “13 Conversations About One Thing.” The
engine that drives the human personality is our desire to be happy
instead of sad, entertained instead of bored, inspired instead of
disillusioned, informed rather than ignorant. It is not an easy business

and there are at least 13 reasons to catch this One Thing, which interweaves a
handful of stories about luck, karma and the pursuit of happiness. Pissed-at-the-
world businessman Alan Arkin takes revenge on an underling who has the audacity
to be happy. Cocky attorney Matthew McConaughey is consumed with guilt after
making a baaaad  mistake. Unhappy Amy Irving discovers hubby John Turturro
having an affair. And hoping for her own affair of the heart, cleaning woman Clea
DuVall loses all faith in happiness following a hit-and-run car accident. The seemingly
disparate tales crisscross each other and fold back in time. But director Jill Sprecher
(who cowrote the smart script with sis Karen Sprecher) keeps the Conversations
on track,balancing poignancy and humor with all the depressing stuff.

Friday, February 21 (continued)
5:00 pm Screening

13 Conversations About One Thing 2002 USA - 102 min. Rated AA

Featuring: Michael Moore, George W. Bush, Dick Clark, Charlton
Heston, Marilyn Manson, John Nichols, Chris Rock and Matt Stone

(Some violent images and language.) An alternately humourous
and horrifying film about the United States. It is a film about the state of the Union,
about the violent soul of America. Why do 11,000 people die in America each year
at the hands of gun violence? The talking heads yelling from every TV camera
blame everything from Satan to video games. But are we that much different from
many other countries? What sets us apart? How have we become both the master
and victim of such enormous amounts of violence? This is not a film about gun
control. It is a film about the fearful heart and soul of the United States, and the 280
million Americans lucky enough to have the right to a constitutionally protected
Uzi. A Discussion Panel Will Follow This Feature.

7:00 pm Screening

Bowling for Columbine 2002 USA - 120 min. - Rated AA
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Director: Paul Thomas Anderson

Principle Cast: Adam Sandler, Emily Watson, Luis Guzman, Philip
Seymour Hoffman, Mary Lynn Rajskub & Lisa Spector

Adam Sandler plays Barry Egan, a small-business owner who
grew up with seven sisters, abused and afraid of love. Emily
Watson co-stars as a mysterious woman who, along with a
harmonium, comes into his life and sets him on a romantic

journey. Directed by Paul Thomas Anderson (Boogie Nights, Magnolia).

Saturday, February 22 (continued)

3:00 pm Screening
Punch Drunk Love 2002 USA – 105 min. - Rated AA

Das Expirement Germany – 103 min. - Rated R

(Subtitled) As part of a psychological research project, you
and nineteen other recruits will be divided up into prisoners
and guards. In a controlled penitentiary-like environment,
“Prisoners” are incarcerated and ordered to obey the rules,
“Guards” are instructed to keep order. You will be thrown head-

first into a two-week long examination of the effects of assigned roles, power and
control, and you won’t be the same when it’s over. But it’s just a simulation, or is it?

4:30 pm Screening

1:30 pm Screening at the Art Gallery
Our Best Interests at Heart 2003 Canada – 90 min. Documentary - (Not Rated)

Director/Producer: Laura Sky

“Our Best Interests at Heart” was inspired by the story
of Edmond Yu, a distraught psychiatric survivor who was
shot and killed by Toronto police after an altercation on
a city bus in 1997. This unique, feature-length documentary

asks: are there alternatives to the use of lethal force when police deal with people
experiencing mental health crises? Producer-director Laura Sky looks for answers
from police, psychiatric survivors, and mental health and legal workers who've
been involved in such interventions. Sky’s film documents their candid, compelling
stories as they challenge the current system and search
for solutions to this critical issue. Producer-director Laura
Sky will be present for this special screening. This film
is sponsored by the Centre for Addiction & Mental Health.
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In Spanish with English subtitles.

(Nudity, sexual content and some language.) “Talk To Her”
 features parallel love stories telling of the different reactions
of two men when their lovers both end up in comas. It “…is
a film with many themes; it ranges in tone from a soap

opera to a tragedy. One theme is that  men can possess attributes usually described
as feminine. They can devote their lives to a patient in a coma, they can live  their
emotional lives through someone else, they can gain deep satisfaction from bathing,
tending, cleaning up, taking care. The bond that eventually unites the two men in
"Talk to Her" is that they share these abilities. For much of the movie, what they
have in common is that they wait by the bedsides of women who have suffered
brain damage and are never expected to recover. “Talk to Her” combines improbable
melodrama (gored bullfighters, comatose ballerinas) with subtly kinky bed side
vigils and sensational denouements, and yet at the end, we are undeniably touched.”
(Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times)

Friday, February 21 (continued)
9:30 pm Screening

Talk To Her (Hable con ella) Spain - 112 min.  Rated R

Director: Steven Shainberg

Cast: James Spader, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Jeremy
Davies, Lesley Ann Warren, Amy Locane

Screenplay: Erin Cressida Wilson, based on the
short story by Mary  Gaitskill

(Sexual situations, S&M, nudity, profanity –The S&M may offend some viewers.)
The Secretary enters a realm where few non-porn films venture, and comes across
as darkly funny, energetic, and surprisingly gentle. Part of the reason that Secretary
succeeds is that it doesn't treat S&M relationships only as the butt of jokes or
purely for their shock value - when we laugh, it's because the director intended
us to laugh, not because we're uncomfortable or being exposed to a dirty little
secret. While being aware of the absurdity of an S&M relationship, filmmaker
Steven Shainberg (director of 1996's Hit Me) recognizes that there are legitimate
psychological reasons why people engage in this behavior. He is also careful not
to make the actions of the characters too extreme.

11:30 pm Screening
The Secretary USA - 145 min. - Rated R
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Film Festival Video Program

The following Videos will be shown at the Art Gallery:

The “We All Belong” Video Contest was established as part of the Northeast
Mental Health Public Education Campaign – the “We All Belong”campaign.  The
five-year campaign began in April 2000 with the goal to change community attitudes
and mental health and mental illness.  Community teams across the region are
talking with community leaders face to face about how they can contribute to
helping to make our communities more accepting and inclusive for people living
with a mental illness and their families.

The videos will be used as tools for raising awareness of the discrimination and
stigma that many people living with a mental illness must face every day.

Family Life: Different Cultures United by Similar Struggles - 30 min.
Pat Morin and Sharon Downie
A teaching video from a family perspective encompassing the cultures of English,
French and aboriginal.  The video addresses stigma, frustrations of the limits of the
mental health system, early warning signs of first episode psychosis/relapse and
prescribed medication from a family members’ perspective.

Out of Sight, Out of Mind – No more.   24 min.  Steve McLennan
This documentary video provides a glimpse at the Dreamcatchers Drop-In Center
in Burks Falls.  Portrays the social and volunteer activities of its membership.  The
video hopes to educate the public and the media about combating the myths and
ignorance associated with mental illness.

We All Belong     4 min.  Polly Hill, Sault Ste Marie
A short video portraying the activities of consumer/survivors in the community.
This video addresses the myths and realities of mental illness.  The video hopes
to leave a strong impact and educate the public on the need for communities to be
more understanding and supportive of people who live with a mental illness.

Miracle of Faith     14 min.  Jeanine Mangan and Rachelle DelGaide
A video that portrays the personal experiences of two consumer/survivors who
have survived the stigma in the mental health system and by society.  The message
of this video is to convey an awareness that mental illness can affect someone we
know, even ourselves and they hope it will help to eliminate stigma in order to live
equally.

Saturday, February 22

12:00 pm Screening at the Art Gallery



SATURDAY
February 22, 2003

12:00 pm
We All Belong

Video
Contest

SUNDAY
February 23, 2003

2:00 pm
All or Nothing

128 min.

4:30 pm
Antanarjuat

175 min.

8:00 pm
I Love You, Eugenio

(subtitled)
90 min.

THURSDAY
February 20, 2003

7:30 pm
The Annihilation of Fish

110 min.

FRIDAY
February 21, 2003

3:00 pm
Auto Focus

107 min.

7:00 pm
Bowling for Columbine

120 min.

9:30 pm
Talk to Her
(subtitled)
112 min.

11:30 pm
The Secretary

145 min.

9:00 pm to 12:00 am
GALA Reception

5:00 pm
13 Conversations
About One Thing

102 min.

1:00 pm
The Living Museum

81 min.

12:00 pm
Perfect Pie

92 min.

Panel

n/cn/c

*NOTE: Final at time of printing.
Check website frequently

for changes:
www.shadowsfilmfest.com

SHADOWS
OF THE
MIND
FILM
FESTIVAL

TENTATIVE*
PROGRAM
SCHEDULE

FEBRUARY
20-23, 2003

Panel

3:00 pm
Punch Drunk Love

105 min.

4:30 pm
Das Experiment

(subtitled)
154 min.

7:30 pm
Far From Heaven

107 min.

10:00 pm
Rub and Tug

90 min.

1:30 pm
Our Best Interest

at Heart
90 min.

See page 15 for details
about the special week two
program at the Art Gallery
of Algoma.

n/c

(Not Rated)


